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CONFERENCE CO-CHAIR
Elyse Gellerman, MHS
NET Research Foundation

CONFERENCE CO-CHAIR
Xavier Keutgen, MD
University of Chicago

NETS 101
Chih-Yi (Andy) Liao, MD, University of Chicago Medicine

WHAT’S NEW IN NETS: MEDICAL
Thor Halfdanarson, MD, Mayo Clinic

WHAT’S NEW IN NETS: SURGICAL AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY
Xavier Keutgen, MD, University of Chicago Medicine | Osmanuddin Ahmed, MD, University of Chicago Medicine

TAILORING TREATMENTS TO YOUR TUMOR GENETICS
Chih-Yi (Andy) Liao, MD, University of Chicago Medicine

FUTURE ADVANCEMENTS IN PRRT
Erik Mittra, MD, PhD, Oregon Health & Science University

TREATMENT SEQUENCING PANEL
Xavier Keutgen, MD (moderator), University of Chicago Medicine | Drs. Liao, Ahmed, Halfdanarson, Mittra

MORE THAN AN UPSET STOMACH: MANAGING GI SYMPTOMS
 Carol Semrad, MD, University of Chicago Medicine

LUNG NETS AND RESPIRATORY FUNCTION
Sukhmani Padda, MD, Cedars-Sinai Cancer Institute

COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE FOR MIND, BODY, AND SOUL
Kathleen Cavanaugh, NP, MSN, University of California San Francisco Health

LIVER FUNCTION AND NETS
Helen Te, MD, University of Chicago Medicine

MULTIDISCIPLINARY MANAGEMENT OF BONE METASTASES
Tessa Balach, MD, University of Chicago Medicine | Sean Pitroda, MD, University of Chicago Medicine

NET NUTRITION AND SUPPLEMENTS
Leigh Anne Burns, MS, RD, LDN, Private Consultant

TRENDS IN NET RESEARCH: BASIC AND TRANSLATIONAL
Eric Nakakura, MD, PhD, University of California San Francisco

TRENDS IN NET RESEARCH: CLINICAL TRIALS
Jaydira del Rivero, MD, National Cancer Institute/National Institutes of Health

Program subject to change.

Register at netrf.org/events/know-your-nets-2021-virtual-conference/
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Thank you to our educational sponsors for supporting this event.